
Supplying Quality barber Chairs 

Australia wide 
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$2190.00 

Exclusive range 

The el chapo 
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The El Chapo, smuggling 

nothing but good 

haircuts & fresh        

aesthetics with this 

chair!  

Another antique     

barber chair inspired by 

who knows what.  

Looks dope  



$2190.00 

Exclusive range 

The el chapo 2 
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The Golden El Chapo! 

The el Chapo’s sliCked up 

brother, boasting some 

eye-catching detail 

this chair is a crowd 

favourite.  

 



$1990.00 

Exclusive range 

The sailor 
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As you could guess 

from the name this 

beast is named after   

after it's leathery 

counterpart the sailor, 

with it's leathery body 

and golden frame, how 

could we not!   



$1990.00 

Exclusive range 

The ben button 
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One of the most        

popular models we 

have, you need to be in 

quick to secure these 

fellas, has vintage   

man-scaping written 

all over it.  

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:     

CURRENTLY ONLY AVAILABLE 

IN BROWN  



The parker 
Exclusive range 

$1890.00 

This chair bursts class with looks that a  mercedes benz would be 

envious of, a perfect addition to any up-market barber shop  
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The Don, the maestro, the big cheese. Your clients will be lapping it 

up feeling fresher than the febreze brothers with these in your 

shop.  

The don 
Exclusive range 

$1790.00 
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The impala 
Exclusive range 

$1790.00 

Always a killer! The Impala has that timeless class and                  

unmistakable traditional barber shop feel. Give your clients that 

extra bit of magic with this chair in your shop. 

.  
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The Dapper 
Exclusive range 

$1790.00 

The suits will be hunting you down for chairs like these, looking 

"The Dapper" is accustomed to the attention it gets. Don't let the 

suave looks of this chair fool you,  
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$1690.00 

Exclusive range 

The medallion 
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Boasting the rustic 

charm with authentic 

lines, this chair is a     

serious looker... One of 

the newest barber 

chairs we have      

available it oozes    

centerpiece swag, ready 

and at home in the 

middle of your shop. 

Get some!  



Exclusive range 

All products have been designed and engineered with industry 

leading products and are built to last!  

We use reinforced steel frames & heavy duty hydraulic pumps on 

all of the chairs we offer and are backed with manufacturers 

based warranties.  

All of our barber chairs are finished with top range PVC Syn-

thetic Leather for its durability and ease to clean.  

For all dimensions and any product specific requests you may 

have, please contact us via email 

sales@barberchairsupply.com.au 

 

"Your chairs are the centerpiece 

of your shop, set yourself apart 

with our exclusive range"  

Important notes 
Exclusive range 
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GOLD COAST, AUSTRALIA 
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